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minuciosidad. Es imposible mirar sus 
esculturas en hierro y vidrio, la delicada 
composición de los perfiles, el rigor de sus 
amarres y remaches, sin ver en ellos 
aquello que Le Corbusier llamaba poésie 
d'équipage. EI uso dei vidrio espejado, en 
algunos casos fuera, en otros dentro dei 
objeto escultórico, reflejando partes de 
su entorno, podrá entenderse como un 
comentario crítico a la posmodernidad; esta 
misma opacidad de los edificios espejados 
que el filósofo norteamericano Frederic 
Jameson considera frustra la idea de lugar y 
comunidad, o la posibilidad de una relación 
interior-exterior. EI espejo en la arquitectura 
se convierte así en una alegoría que 
celebra el nuevo hiperespacio global de las 
corporaciones, en su oscurantismo social y 
financiero. 

En la célebre Carta de Lord Chandos 
(Der Brief des Lord Chandos), el poeta y 
ensayista austriaco Hugo von Hofmannsthal 
revela, a través de un personaje de ficción 
que se dirige ai filósofo inglés Francis 
Bacon, su creciente incapacidad para 
comunicarse, en lo que él define como una 
crisis dei lenguaje; incapaz ya de distinguir 
cualquier coherencia entre el ser como 
sujeto o como objeto y la utilidad dei propio 
lenguaje. Chandos parece anticipar las 
consecuencias críticas, resultado de la crisis 
de la imagen, que llevan hoy a la sociedad a 
una especie de entumecimiento que inunda 
los sentidos y ensombrece preocupaciones 
más profundas, y quedeja a la arquitectura, 
en particular, rehén de una forma destituida 
ya de cualquier significado. 

Aquí es donde la obra de Croft abre un 
extraordinario espectro de posibilidades 
para una reflexión sobre la propia 
ontología de la arquitectura. Su trabajo es 
intenso y riguroso, así como la tradición 
dei lenguaje en la que se le ha inscrito. Nos 
remite a aquella expresión beinahe nichts 
(casi nada), tan apreciada por Mies van 
der Rohe, y cuya simplicidad es tan 
desconcertante como la luz bianca de una 
pareci encalada o una fina pátina de agua 
sobre una losa de granito. Tal vez por eso, 
la producción de Croft no se posiciona 
como obra "artística'; en el sentido de que 
uno espera de ella el desvelamiento de 
una nueva figuración, sino quizá -y mucho 
más significativamente- como obra de 
"revelación': 

José Pedro Croft: Notes on architecture's presence 

Paulo Martins Barata 
Architect 

ln his seminal text Architektur (1910), the Austrian Adolf Laos 
claims that: "Only a very small part of architecture belongs 
to art: the tomb and the monument. Everything else that 
fulfils a function is to be excluded�' Laos ascribes therefore 
a higher calling of architecture to a programme free from 
constraints and utilitarian problems. While only a small part 
of the monument, as a genre, is sculpture, and of this a large 
part are the so-called "intentional monuments'; to use the 
definition of his historian compatriot AloYs Riegl, sculpture 

- monument or not-, claims for itself a programmatic 
freedom to which architecture can hardly aspire. This 
freedom, this Wildean uselessness, inspires in us, architects, 
a feeling of restlessness somewhere between fascination 
and terror. 

The sculptural potential of architecture is immense, as 
intentionally expressed by the great architects of ltalian 
Baroque, from Bemini to Guarini, but the objectivist 
sensitivity or siichlich, that dominates Modemity, imposed 
a disciplinary purpose to programme and function from 
which architecture was thereafter unable to free itself. With 
the modem project, seen from a Marxist perspective, the 
problem of architecture is no longer the aesthetic dilemma 
posed by princes and papes. lnstead, it became the problem 
of the housing for the masses and the urban sanitation of 
millions. Architecture was captured by the programme and 
by its ideological project. And it is fascinating to witness 
the uneasiness of its authors justifying the project of 
some of the most sculptural buildings of our times, - from 
Guggenheim Museum of Frank Gehry, to the lberê Camargo 
of Álvaro Siza-, as the problem-solving of functional issues. 
ln this architecture/sculpture ambivalence, the recurrent use 
by architects of images of Donald Judd or Richard Serra 
as evocative references of a sculptural materiality, aims to 
legitimate a discourse that tangentially brings the realm 
of architecture closer to its relative in the aesthetic 
categories. 

ln this context, the early works of the sculptor José Pedro 
Croft suggest a quasi-architecture which in different 
moments evokes Schinkel and Semper's tectonic tradition, 
or its subsequent Marxist declination, Bauen, as defined 
by Mart Stam, and that inflects the definition of the "art
of-building" to something capable of exacerbating the 
heroic and productivist nature of architecture's social 
mission. 1 am thinking of the telluric and stereotomic nature 
of his first stonework based in the laborious stacking of 
chiselled marble, summoning the romanticism of the ruin, 
between the engravings of Piranesi's Rome and the 
ritualistic monumentality of a Mycenaean civilisation. 

ln other moments, this architectural sensitivity of the artist 
tum to approaching the object as a spatial manifestation; 
chairs, tables, windows and doors were grafted with plaster 
or painted wrought iron prostheses, often in a precarious 
balance, whose stability greatly depended on its immediate 
architectural context; a domestic milieu in which gravity is 
simultaneously physical and oneiric. An unusual and even 
innovative idea of 'spatial collage' is suggested here; as if 
we were offered the possibility to inhabit the sculpture or, 
better still, give its space a pictorial tridimensionality. That is 
why it cannot be strictly regarded as an art installation in its 
the conventional sense, but rather as something that gives 
specificity to the materialisation of space in itself. 

The work of Croft fails to be encapsulated in the definition 
of sculpture, if we do not add the notions of construction, 
demolition and assembly, with the sarne functionality we 
find, for instances, in the tapered intersections of Gordon 
Matta-Clark. Admitting that construction may be understood 
as the more or less consistent overlay of masses and 
surfaces - i.e. stone, wood, metal, plaster and paint -, we 
thus have a kind of 'built sculpture' which seems to result 
from a phenomenological dialectic between Baukunst (art 
of building) and Kunstbau (artistic construction). 

The constructive grammar of Croft's work has yet another 
architectural dimension, which is directly related with the 
practice of detailing. One can hardly look at his iron and 
glass sculptures, at the delicate composition of its profiles, 
at the rigour of their bracing and bolting and not see in them 
what Le Corbusier once called poésie d'équipage. The very 
use of mirrar glass, at times within the sculptural object and 
at others lying outside its perimeter, reflecting parts of its 
surroundings, may be understood as a criticai comment on 
postmodemity; that sarne opacity of mirrar glazed buildings 
that the North American philosopher Frederic Jameson 
considers to frustrate the idea of place and community, or 
the possibility of a relation between outside and inside. 
To Jameson, mirrar in architecture is in fact a metaphorical 
celebration of the global hyperspace of corporations in all 
their social and financial obscurity. 

ln his famous "Der Brief des Lord Chandos'; the Austrian 
poet and essayist Hugo von Hofmannsthal reveals his 
growing inability of communicating, through a fictional 
character addressing the English philosopher Francis 
Bacon, and in what he defines as a crisis of language; by 
then incapable of distinguishing any coherence between 
the being as subject or as object, or even, for that matter, 
the value of language. Chandos seems to anticipate the 
criticai consequences resulting from the crisis of the image, 
that induces contemporary society to a kind of numbness 
that immerses the senses and obscures deeper concems, 
leaving architecture hostage of a form increasingly deprived 
of meaning. 

This is where Croft's work opens an unusual spectrum of 
possibilities for a reflection on the ontology of architecture 
in itself. His work is intense and rigorous, like the tradition 
of language where I have proposed to inscribe him. lt brings 
us to the expression, beinahe nichts (almost nothing), 
so dear to Mies van der Rohe and whose simplicity is as 
disconcerting as a white ray of light on a whitewashed wall 
or a thin water surface gliding on a granite slab. This is why 
Croft's oeuvre should not be posited as 'artistic', in the sense 
that one would should expect to witness the uncovering 
of some new figuration, but perhaps - and far more 
significantly - as a work of 'revelation'. 
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